Introducing Fashionscopes.com, a Website Where Fashion and Astrology
Unite.
New website offers a better styling experience forecasting innovative fashion horoscopes.
UNITED STATES, October 2012– Two passionate lovers of fashion and astrology have created
a better way for a horoscope to be more than star predictions in Fashionscopes.com.
Fashionscopes.com combines the latest fashion trends of the season to each zodiac signs’
characteristics predicting a powerful fashion horoscope that will make anyone feel under the
right stars and be on all the fashion do’s of every fashion magazine.
“I love reading my horoscope every day as well as reading fashion magazines each month to be
on top of the newest trends,” said Evangelina Rangel, Fashionscopes.com Co-Founder
“FashionScopes.com makes visual fashion horoscopes that serve as a great guide on what
fashion trends are right for each individual – the must-see site for the astro-style lover.”
Fashionscopes.com forecasts three kinds of fashion horoscopes: work, night, and casual
wardrobe outfits every month. By clicking on the items on the wardrobe set predicted, the user is
directed to the merchant’s website and can purchase the item directly, a great and quick way to
be dressed for the month. “This clothing is beautiful. I love the whole concept and the matching;
the shoes are the best,” a Gemini follower said.
The effect is a visual horoscope of an ideal creative wardrobe inspiration. Fashionscopes.com
guides those who wake up in the morning wondering what to wear for that important meeting at
work or have no idea what to wear for a first date.
Fashionscopes.com also features a shop with great name retailers giving more selections to
follow the different fashion horoscopes. The shop includes clothing, accessories, and shoes,
adequate to all astro signs.
Great celebrities have personal stylists that provide them with fashion advice and outfit
selections. Sometimes with all the fashion options out there, people still have no idea how to
wear the new fashion trends and look great. “FashionScopes is the fashion stylist of the zodiac
signs”, says Leslie Lynch, also co-founder of Fashionscopes.com. “A great way to empower and
make each one of the astro signs shine at every hour of the day and night."
Fashion horoscopes are now called fashionscopes. A place to find zodiac style, fashion news,
celebrity trends, and astrology articles; FashionScopes.com is a website for those who share a
passion for fashion and astrology.
For more, visit http://www.fashionscopes.com
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About FashionScopes:
FashionScopes is a service website which predicts monthly fashion horoscopes that bring
together current trends of fashion and each astrological zodiac signs’ characteristics.
FashionScopes is the place to get fun and creative wardrobe set ideas for every day life. We not
only give great outfit ideas with the newest trends in the market but also a quick link to get them.
We also provide fashion and astrology news, fashion advice, shopping, and celebrity trends.
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